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Diocese of Leeds Schools’ Singing Programme

School Singing Session Overview - Summer Term 2022, KS2

‘Music touches the very heart of our humanity and a sense of the wonder of music has touched human
societies throughout history.  Music education offers young people the chance to understand, perform
and create in an aural dimension that often sits outside our capacity to describe in words. For many
pupils, the music they love will be part of the narrative of their lives and bring colour to the
experiences that shape them.’ [Ofsted, July 2021]

Our sessions cover many areas of the Model Music Curriculum (2021), as outlined below, and take
into account the findings and recommendations in the Ofsted’s Music Research Review (July 2021),
including the ‘technical’, ‘constructive’ and ‘expressive’ pillars and we seek to maximise the
practical musical understanding of the pupils in what we recognise is a limited amount of time.  Our
curriculum framework follows a clearly defined scheme including the three features Ofsted’s report
highlights, namely:

- Curriculum content that might reasonably be mastered in the time available, remembering
that sometimes less is more.

- Plentiful opportunities for pupils to return to and consolidate their short-term learning.
- Repetition of key curricular content with the gradual introduction of new ideas, methods

and concepts.

The Catholic Faith is at the heart of all our provision; lifting voices together to God we enrich the
children’s faith, evangelise and teach, singing the rich heritage of Catholic sacred music, from the
oldest chants of the church through to the very best new worship songs. This should feed into
school collective worship and Masses - please don’t hesitate to ask your Choral Director for advice
and support in this.

There are two sets of supporting documents for this overview:

- Your Choral Director’s sessional planning, which will be shared with class teachers - this
includes hyperlinks to our YouTube recordings of these songs, which can be used to extend
the work in our singing sessions throughout the week and into other classes.

- Our curriculum framework for singing, musical elements and notation (including extension
activities outside of our sessions)

In addition, our digital resources (www.schoolssingingprogramme.org.uk) and CPD offer allow
your teachers to access our repertoire and develop their skills as musicians - please don’t hesitate
to contact us for further information and musical support.

If you have any concerns about the provision, you can contact Tom Leech (Director of the Schools
Singing Programme) at tomleech@dioceseofleedsmusic.org.uk.
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Learning Aims, incorporating elements of the National Curriculum for Music
(KS2), Model Music Curriculum and Diocese of Leeds RE framework:

1. To deepen understanding of the Catholic faith and the significance of
music in worship, referencing ‘Virtues to Live By’ where possible.

Sizohamba Naye - a song from Eswatini in the Swazi language - ‘we are on the Lord’s road, we shall
sing the Lord’s word.’

When the Spirit of the Lord - a song about King David praising God. Focus on the psalms.

Every time I feel the Spirit - A spiritual which emphasises the power of the Holy Spirit working
within us. The song has a background in slavery and praising God in adversity.

Down by the Riverside - A powerful African-American Spiritual that shows strength in faith, and
demands peace and justice.

Christ be our Light - A hymn of petition for justice and peace for all through Christ.

The songs above are all appropriate for the class to present during school liturgies - please ask
if you would like help doing this or any further support for music in school worship.

2. To develop a range skills to develop singing technique

● Warm-ups are included in every session and include exercises for posture, engaging the breath,
sirens, vocalising and pitched exercises.

● To understand why good posture is important for singing.
● Develop breath support and control.
● To access head voice (higher register).
● To understand how body/mouth shape affects the sound.
● To use the voice tunefully and expressively across a range of at least an octave (do-do).
● To develop an understanding of vocal health.

These techniques are taught and reinforced across all the repertoire and in every session.

3. To explore part singing, using rounds, simple 2-part harmonies and
independent melodies.

Spirituals medley - songs sung simultaneously

Pop Festival - 4 verses can either be sung simultaneously in layers, or as a 2 part round.

4. To explore and develop a practical understanding of musical notation.

Using our National Schools Singing Programme scheme, developed by Lucinda Geoghegan and
NYCoS, the spring term introduces the following concepts practically:

● To continue to develop innate sense of pulse
● To define and apply musical terminology - beat/pulse, rhythm, pitch, bar, barline, canon,

time signature.
● To recognise and sing rhythmic patterns from stick notation (crotchets, quavers,

semiquavers)
● To recognise and use first three sol-fa pitches (mi-re-do) aurally and with handsigns
● To develop awareness of ‘so’ pitch
● To recognise and use stave chart and hand stave.
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https://youtu.be/3r2-YkAE3eg?t=192
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbsanTOsaSQ&t=1016s
https://youtu.be/2_9ibRm_F-g?t=838
https://youtu.be/7__E4cPq_Sk
https://youtu.be/_Z_snGnz-tg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFoFR6JFth8&t=896s
https://youtu.be/jADaB0Sykqk?t=881


For further detail of session content and objectives please see the attached curriculum outline.

5. To explore and develop awareness of the elements of music.

Throughout this term we will focus on tonality - learning to identify whether music is in a major or
minor key, and exploring the associated moods and effects of different tonalities. We will also
develop some understanding of How my voice works, explaining basic anatomy and vocal
function, as well as how to care for the voice. Performance skills will also be a focus as we aim
towards end of year concerts, liturgies and assemblies; we will show discipline and concentration
as we perform.

We will also reinforce and consolidate previous work on dynamics (volume) and tempo (speed),
applying terms included in the Model Music Curriculum to our music making.

All of these musical elements will be reinforced and developed throughout sessions across the
planned repertoire.

For further detail of session content and objectives please see the attached curriculum outline.

6. To learn songs in a range of genres,  styles and traditions.

Down by the Riverside - A powerful African-American Spiritual that shows strength in faith, and
demands peace and justice.

Every time I feel the Spirit - An African-American Spiritual full of energy, despite its origins in
slavery.

Sizohamba - a song from Eswatini in the Swazi language, with subsequent verses in English. Focus
on developing vocal energy without forcing the sound.

When the Spirit of the Lord - a traditional Jewish song in the Eastern European Klezmer style.
Tempo (and optionally key) raises with each verse.

Underwater - A lively voyage to visit the creatures under the sea by popular children’s composer
Lin Marsh, inspired by the Caribbean Calypso style.

Shenandoah - A peaceful American folk song.

7. To prepare for performances in a number of different situations

including liturgies, assemblies, school concerts, diocesan events and external competitions.
Preparation for performances includes discussion on performance practice, the value of
performance, and the use of the voice expressively as well as the four areas outlined in the MMC -
developing stagecraft, considering programming, encouraging peer feedback and collaborating
across groups.

Session structure: Each 30 minute lesson will use the following pattern:

Starters and warm ups
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https://youtu.be/7__E4cPq_Sk
https://youtu.be/2_9ibRm_F-g?t=838
https://youtu.be/3r2-YkAE3eg?t=192
https://youtu.be/RDIhCUeNMYI
https://youtu.be/8geDidlYjTw?t=625


Lessons begin with an appropriately paced warm-up session, incorporating exercises and chants
introducing and reinforcing key elements of vocal technique and musicianship.
Choral Directors may choose to start their sessions with an appropriate starter as pupils enter, or a
welcome song to begin the session.

Example Exercise Why?

H.E.L.L.O, Coca Cola, Lemon Lime Rhythmic chants with pulse marked physically
(tapping, clapping, marching).  Quickly engages
pupils and a safe vocal space for anyone unsure
about singing.

Iron bar, Alien head, Golden Cord, Appogio,
Alignment

Exercises linking strong imaginative imagery with
good posture.

Progressive tension, Figure of 8, Shake Out,
Shoulder Clocks, Big face/small face, Chewing
gum

Exercises reducing physical tension and
encouraging alertness.

S-s-s-s-s, sss to 4 to 8 etc, S!8, Inner tube,
Consonants, Feather flutter, Candles, Panting
dog, Tai Chi,

Exercises developing breath control, through
practice, through awareness of the supporting
muscles and importance of posture.

Siren, Pow, Fireworks, Roller Coaster Exercises developing access to and strength in the
high register of the voice.

Laser ooo, Mayo, Are there bees? My dog has
got fleas, I love to sing,

Pitched vocal exercises which develop accurate
pitch-matching, access to the voice across the
registers, introduce good vowels for singing,
develop diction, tone and vocal agility.

Kumula vista, Tongo, Oo a lay, Hepa hepa nay Call and response chants which develop
pitch-matching through strong and simple melodic
outlines, allow opportunities for small group and
solo singing as the leaders, introduce simple part
singing through overlapping.

Cobbler Simple minor 3rd exercise which produces
accurate pitch-matching in almost all children.

New World, Beef vindaloo Famous melodies from classical symphonies in
disguise.

1, 121 etc, Polar Bear, Bananas, Chicken and
chips, Making melodies, Penguin, There was a
crocodile, Alive awake alert

Fast-paced mini-songs and chants with actions
focused on engagement - the class is only allowed
to sing these on the understanding that the singing
is excellent!

Development
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Covering a variety of repertoire, dependent on age group, experience, forthcoming events etc. Songs
learned through a mixture of aural learning and singing from words and staff notation. Working
towards musical accuracy, developing vocal technique, confidence and enjoyment in performance.
Work on songs alternates with short transitional chants reinforcing basic musical and vocal
techniques.

Conclusion

Each lesson will end with one or more of the following activities to consolidate learning and
engagement.

· Performing a song The whole group performs a song that they are currently working on or
have already learned.

· Listening The whole class can listen to a new song they might be learning next or
another appropriate song/piece of music.

· Musical game /
action song e.g. Don’t
clap this one back!

E.g. Rhythm game where the class claps back any rhythm apart from
Don’t clap this one back! – developing listening skills.

Singing Superstar!
This will be awarded to pupils in every year group/class each week for working hard, performing
well, good behaviour, joining in, listening carefully etc.
Hopefully all pupils will have an opportunity to gain this reward at some point. This is particularly
effective when used in conjunction with the school’s reward system.
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